
myself and getting my heart beat going faster"

also due to her pregnancy and reaching utrecht only occasionally setting forth by 

06062: "taking a long but calm bike ride with myrthe going quite easy with her 

much slower"

netherlands and try to bike fast on the dike by myself but also with myrthe going 

last  time  doing  biking  but  also  boxing  and  later  at  last  coming  back  to  the 

06061: "heart beats collected training in the university gym in sweden for the 

animals"

in   krakow   experiencing   a   sudden   bad   weather   observing   many   naked   women   and 

krakow friends to the czech republic see some clouds there but particularly back 

with my parents and the going to poland for new years eve and traveling with my 

going briefly to italy observing a few clouds there taking a walk in the mountains 

17077: "a month spent first in sweden visiting my son before christmas and later 

sri lanka and much agitated atmosphere in the philippines"

in london and one in tehran beside the death caused by natural disasters like in 

usual news of suicide bombs in the middle east but also about yet another attack 

netherlands where i also watched the news on our television and hearing about the 

12127: "news read mostly on my phone while traveling in sweden and back to the 

of a widow photographed next to him"

great story behind living in saudi arabia but showing me the very expensive house 

house to buy and ending up meeting for the first time the carpenter aldo with a 

for her family clinic to at last starting to explore around the province for a 

venice to explore the city and then meeting the new staff employed by my mother 

10089: "still getting to know my girlfriend's students while taking them around 

and a black background"

departure and getting back the circle shape while keeping up with simple surfaces 

sweden   and   my   job   there   for   good   now   finishing   off   a   draft   made   before   my 

07071:   "painting   executed   during   my   first   days   unemployed   after   having   left 

vagrant and filming and using my phone extensively to record clouds and ideas"

with  no  much  possibility  to  cook  or  doing  any  domestic  work  but  mostly  being 

on my project spending the rest of the time in hostels or even camping in sweden 

at the beginning working on my vestige and one week spent in holland working fully 

01161: "a month leaving a bit like a homeless beside some few days spent in italy 

the city"

suburb where i have been camping with the beautiful nature and lake nearby and in 

utrecht  and  amsterdam  to  at  last  film  extensively  in  stockholm  both  around  the 

around culemborg also on a bike ride with myrthe and later while walking through 

13129: "filming shortly in italy to then be in holland and getting first to film 



with myrthe to distract her after work or in the small towns reached by bike"

the back in the netherlands mostly biking and taking very little walks at times 

hostel as well as my family coming from italy to attend my doctorate ceremony and 

suburb to the city and then around the city both guiding some folk from the youth 

05107: "walking extensively in stockholm from the camping site in the southern 

finally coming to venice and feeling just the right wind to cool the summer heat"

allowing  me  to  take  long  bike  rides  yet  still  experiencing  a  bit  of  wind  till 

netherlands  and  experiencing  quite  a  lot  of  wind  there  and  a  little  less  wind 

and  later  talking  my  parents  around  the  city  till  at  last  going  back  to  the 

18104: "a very strong experienced in sweden living quite homeless first in a tent 

the river to swim"

and too humid atmosphere getting myself almost unable to work and having to go to 

to the netherlands finding a rainy and not so nice weather soon turned into a hot 

later taking around my parents during my graduation as well as coming back at last 

sweden and soon after rain and cold weather in stockholm staying at an hostel and 

16108:  "to  begin  with  a  tropical  weather  experienced  with  august  camping  in 

through ferrara and getting ideas especially driving"

and  later  only  with  the  later  starting  a  road  trip  to  a  southern  beach  going 

14115: "ideas got while on holiday in the mountains both with myrthe and august 

to the leek river and biking home trying to keep up with professional bikers"

reach quite some speed and maintain it for a long time and finally crossing back 

biking  in  the  sun  and  almost  no  wind  up  stream  for  the  entire  day  managing  to 

06063:  "taking  a  long  bike  ride  south  of  culemborg  and  reaching  a  major  river 

despite the good news of myrthe getting pregnant"

feeling  also  bored  and  sad  of  having  to  give  up  economic  security  in  sweden 

alone in the netherlands but also getting frustrated to keep indoor and at time 

together till at last feeling good about concentrating exclusively on my project 

back pain and also happy of my doctorate dissertation and of leaving sweden all 

and feeling happy also with august and later socializing in the hostels despite a 

04094: "a month being to begin with very nomadic sleeping in a tent in stockholm 

a small shift from previous paintings also adding the rectangular red shape"

and now finding a good balance of shape and colors however making myself ready for 

07074: "still painting in my dutch studio despite the increasingly warm weather 

continuing with the previous surfaces but skipping the round one"

concentrating   on   life   there   and   my   project   painting   a   very   simple   picture 

07073: "painting executed at last tranquil for some time in the netherlands fully 


